
Uber is changing the way people can request rides and get 

smoothly from point A to point B.

Meet Uber

We required more variety compared to what we were 

currently receiving. I also had a longer-term goal in mind, 

to consolidate multiple vendors across a number of sites 

and use one catering company. 

The Challenge

What we liked most about Order-In

Saves me an hour a week

Sustainable catering options Excellent cuisine variety



Katherine, Office Administrator

I chose Order-In for a number of reasons:

The different catering styles and cuisines available 

across one platform

The budget management and account services 

offered. This part of my role often takes time and I 

was happy to hear Order-In can take charge of it

The environmental sustainability focus that 

Order-In have aligns perfectly with our company’s 

goals

Our friendly and professional account manager 

can answer all our questions

We also receive excellent customer service

Aside from easy budget management and excellent 

variety, we now have a very happy workforce on a daily 

basis. They are excited to see the menu a week in 

advance and talk about it with their colleagues. Some 

staff have even utilised Order-In services for their personal 

functions, outside of work! 

The Solution
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The Order-In Difference



Order-In have so many caterers and suppliers on their 

platform, catering to our specific requirements. They also 

have dedicated account managers that place orders in line 

with our budget allocations and head count.

Order-In have allowed me to get back a crucial hour of my 

week! I no longer need to hand pick daily catering 

requirements that fit into our budget. All of this is taken 

care of with Order-In. 

The Benefits

“Customer service, both face-to-face and 
over the phone is exceptional. If there are 

any issues, the account management team 
are consistently efficient to respond.”

Tarquin, Facilities Management


